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Abstract
In the field of composite materials, an interface interaction is a crucial parameter influencing of bulk properties of them.
This phenomena is very important namely in the case of polymer fibre reinforced cement composites. Standardly used
polymer fibres exhibit smooth and chemically inert surfaces. Consequently, a strong interaction between them and
cement matrix is not ensured. We tried to modify two widespread polymer macro fibres having ca. 0.5 mm in a diameter
in order to change their surfaces from hydrophobic to hydrophilic and from smooth to roughened. To attain a target goal,
we exposed them to the low-pressure cold plasma treatment. Thus modified fibres we used as reinforcement of cement
samples composed of CEM I 42.5R (w/c 0.4). Then, we prepared rigorously polished section from them at which we
studied the ITZ zone. We focused namely on the chemical composition of the ITZ. Elements maps of the ITZ were
composed by means of an energy-dispersive (EDS) and the wave-dispersive (WDS) spectroscopy analyser. Mechanical
properties of the ITZ were examined using nanoindentation technique. ITZs around reference fibres were compared with
those around treated fibres. We found out, that between them, there were a significant difference in an amount of elements
like Ca, Si and C. An occurrence of mentioned elements was higher in cement paste samples containing treated fibres
than in the case of reference samples. Certain changes were also observed in the mechanical properties of the ITZ. It was
shown, that the reduced modulus of elasticity was significantly higher in the case of treated samples.
Keywords: polymeric fibre, surface properties, plasma, interfacial transition zone, cement matrix, microanalysis,
nanoindentation

1. Introduction
The polymeric fibre reinforcement becomes popular in the field of composite materials due to its favourable properties
as low cost, mechanical performance, chemical stability and the like [1-3]. Unfortunately, as it has been mentioned many
times, a surface of the most of polymeric fibres (e.g. poly-ethylene terephthalate, polypropylene, poly-ethylene, etc.) can
be described as smooth and rather hydrophobic. These facts may limit a potential of composite materials due to
insufficient both the chemical and the physical interaction between them and continual phases. This phenomenon is
perceptible in the field of civil engineering industry, where fibre composite materials based on cement matrixes are often
used. An unsatisfactory chemical interaction between polymer fibres and cement matrix results on a poor bond and even
on an estimation of porous areas in interfacial transition zones (ITZ), as illustrated on Fig. 1 [3-5]. In fibre reinforced
concrete, the ITZ zone is one of four basic phases (other ones are aggregate, cement matrix, reinforcement). Its thickness
is about 15-50 µm. Fibre-matrix bond properties play an important role in determining concrete properties. It is obvious
that the ITZ having poor mechanical properties does not allow an effective stress transport from matrix to reinforcement.
A principle of a synergic interaction between composite phases is thus no guaranteed [6-8].
To eliminate the mentioned phenomenon, the fibre surface treatment should be done. It is desirable to change fibre
surfaces from hydrophobic to hydrophilic and from smooth to roughen [3, 4, 8]. Cement binders contain water (polar
liquid); therefore it is desirable to activate the fibre surface and thus to guarantee the strong chemical bond between the
two materials. However, in some cases, there is a mechanical interaction rather than the chemical required [5]. Therefore,
the fibre surface should be roughened to increase an interface shear stress between the two materials.
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There are a few ways based on the chemical (surface activation and etching) and the physical (roughening) treatment [1,
9-11]. Besides, these ways can be combined, e.g. by a plasma treatment. The cold low pressure plasma treatment in an
oxygen atmosphere seems to be an effective alternative to modify polymer fibre surfaces chemically as well as physically.
The chemical modification rests in surface activation via an implementation of an active polar group, while the physical
treatment is realised via ion bombardment. The bond between in this manner treated fibres and the cement matrix is
stronger. Moreover, due to fibre surfaces roughening, the interfacial shear stress between them and the matrix is increased
[5, 12].
Within this study, we modified polymer macro-fibres by means of the low-pressure oxygen cold plasma. Subsequently,
we made cement samples reinforced with the treated fibres to examine properties of the ITZ. Mechanical parameters of
the ITZ was investigated using the nanoindentation, while its chemical composition was studied by SEM phase analysis.

Fig. 1: SEM image of porous structure of ITZ between PET fibre and cement matrix.

2. Materials and Samples
2.1. Fibres
Two types of polymer macro fibres were used to improve their surfaces – coated and uncoated. A choice of these specific
types were subjected to represent the most widespread fibres in the field of civil engineering. Coated fibres are composed
from two components – load bearing core and protective shell, while the uncoated are mono-component. A manufacturer
of coated fibres did not provide any detailed information about their chemical composition. Basic bulk fibre parameters
are summarized in the Table 1.
Table 1: Basic parameters of tested fibres.

Fibre type

Material

Density
[g/cm3]

Diameter
[mm]

Length [mm]

Tensile
Strength
[N/mm2]

Young’s
Modulus
of Elasticity
[GPa]

Coated

Polyolefin

900

0.5

50

600

˃10

Uncoated

PP+PE

910

0.48

55

610

5.17

2.2. Cement paste samples
As received and plasma treated fibres were mixed into a cement paste. The paste composed from Portland cement
CEM I 42.5R, water to cement ratio was equal to 0.4. An amount of fibres was 2 % of the sample volume. Prismatic
samples were made from the mixture using metal forms. Hereby prepared samples were cast out after 24 hours from
forms and stored submerged into water for 27 days. After that, samples were cross-cut by means of a circular saw with
a diamond disc in order to attain well-prepared seams. The perfect treated surface of the cross-section is crucial to attain
accurate results; therefore, they were next polished using the Tegramin polishing machine (Struers) in a few steps, when
the final step was executed via a polishing rotary screen with nano-diamond particles (size: 500-4000 grains./cm2 of
the functional area).

3. Materials and Samples
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3.1. Plasma Treatment
In order to modify fibre surfaces, the low-pressure cold inductively coupled plasma treatment in the oxygen atmosphere
was done. Parameters of the process were as follows: machine Tesla VT 214, frequency and power was 13.56 MHz and
100 W, respectively, total gas pressure 60 Pa, oxygen flow 50 sccm, treatment time 480 seconds.
3.2. SEM Element Analysis
The element analysis of the ITZ was realised using the SEM microscope Merlin (Zeiss) equipped with an energydispersive (EDS) and a wave-dispersive (WDS) spectroscopy analyser. Settings of the whole process was following:
EHT 10 kV, probe electricity 200 pA, work table distance 8.5 mm, frame count 30, time to frame 79 seconds, pixel dwell
time 100 µs and resolution 1024 px.
3.3. Nanoindentation
To assess mechanical properties of the ITZ, the nanoindentation was done using the nanoindenter Ti 700 (Hysitron).
Berkovich shape type of an indentation probe was used. Mechanical parameters were assessed from an unloading part
during loading. Two matrixes about the total number of 56 indents (14×4) were performed; each matrix was placed close
to the edge of the fibre, as imagined in the Fig. 2. A distance between indents was 15 µm. The indentation force was 15
mN.

Fig. 2: Indentation matrix.

4. Results
4.1. SEM Element Analysis
To assess composition changes on the ITZ, the elements map of them was composed. In both, reference (the ITZ between
as received fibres) and treated samples (containing 480 seconds plasma treated fibres), following elements were detected:
Fe, Ca, Mg, Na, K, P, S, Al, Si, O, C. The most significant changes were found in the case of element Ca, Si and C. Fig.
3 shows an occurrence of the Ca. It could be said, that in surroundings of reference fibres, there is relatively low
concertation of the Ca than in treated samples. Similarly, the amount of the Si is higher in the case of samples with treated
fibres than those with reference ones, as captured in the Fig. 4. The same phenomena was analysed also for the
concertation of the C, see Fig. 5. In all cases, the increased amount of each of the element was detected in the distance
from 0 to 80 µm from the fibre edge.
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Fig. 3: Occurrence of the Ca through the ITZ around the reference (left) and treated fibre (right).

Fig. 4: Occurrence of the Si through the ITZ around the reference (left) and the treated fibre (right).

Fig. 5: Occurrence of the C through the ITZ around the reference (left) and the treated fibre (right).

4.2. Nanoindentation
It was expected, that the modulus of elasticity of the ITZ around treated fibres will be higher than those in the vicinity of
reference fibres. This phenomena was indeed proven. The Fig. 6 clearly shows that the toughness of the ITZ of the treated
sample is higher if compared to reference one. The increased toughness was detected over the entire length of the track.
By focusing on the distance of 60-80 µm, it was found out, that the reduced modulus of elasticity oscillated between ca.
33-42 GPa and 22-28 GPa in the case of treated a reference fibres, respectively.
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Fig. 6: Reduced modulus of elasticity as a function of distance from fibre edge in ITZ.

5. Conclusion
This work deals with the surface modification of polymer macro fibres in order to change their surface properties and
thus to ensure a strong bond between them and the cement matrix. For purposes of the modification, we used two type
of commonly used polymer macro fibres having ca. 0.5 mm in diameter. The first type was bi-component polyolefin
fibres composes of load-bearing core and protecting shell, while the second type was monolayer composed from mixture
of PP and PE. To change their surface from smooth to slightly roughened and from water hydrophobic to hydrophilic,
we treated them via the cold low-pressure oxygen plasma. This modification should improve mechanical parameters of
the ITZ between fibre surfaces and the cement matrix. We came from the assumption, that the higher bond strength
between the two materials, the higher mechanical properties of composite materials.
To answer the question how the treatment influence the ITZ, we made cement paste samples composed from Portland
cement CEM I 42.5R (w/c 0.4) containing reference and 480 seconds plasma treated fibres. We prepared polished seams
from them, while we focused on the ITZ between the two materials. The element analysis of the ITZ was realised using
the SEM microscope Merlin (Zeiss) equipped with an energy-dispersive (EDS) and a wave-dispersive (WDS)
spectroscopy analyser. Moreover, mechanical parameters of the ITZ were researched by means of the nanoindentation
technology.
It can be concluded, that the ITZs around treated fibres contain a higher amount of elements like Ca, Si and C, if compared
to them around reference fibres. A significant change of ITZ mechanical properties was also detected. The reduced
modulus of elasticity of reference samples obtained using the nanoindentation between distances of 0-100 µm by the
fibre reached maximally 32 GPa, samples containing treated fibres exhibited up to 42 GPa.
It can be concluded, that the plasma treatment of polymeric fibres has a significant impact on the ITZ between them and
the cement matrix. As it was shown within this study, that the plasma treatment may eliminate polymer fibre drawbacks
such as the smooth and the chemically inert surface. The fibre reinforced concrete may, thanks to this, get better
mechanical properties due to the improvement of the ITZ.
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Abstract
In this paper, the synthesis process an characterizations of graphene layers are discussed. The Atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and Raman spectroscopy is used to study surface and structural properties of obtained layers. Cross sectional
and histogram analysis are used to describe obtained AFM images. The relationship between typical Raman peaks is
discussed.

1. Introduction
Having huge application potential, graphene and related materials are under general attention. The process of forming
the nanostructured graphene layers for modern electronic devices is accompanied by a process of self-organization at
the nano and micro levels [1]. The geometric form of such self-organizing structures has the character of selfsimilarity. Since the resulting layers have only an atomic thicknesses and a very flat surface, it is very difficult to
investigate their structural properties. Therefore, the best ways to study these nanofilms are atomic force microscopy
and Raman spectroscopy.

2. Experiment and Investigation
Investigated graphene layers were obtained by complex method, which consists of two steps. At first, the method
contains liquid phase exfoliation of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite powder. Then peeling graphene flakes because of
their hydrophobic nature by combining together form whole layers. Thus, self-organized layers of graphene are
obtained.
The AFM image of formed bilayer graphene sheet and corresponding cross sectional line scanning analysis are
depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: AFM imag of film surface and corresponding linear scanning analysis.

The cross sectional analysis (Fig. 1) indicates two formed layers with 0.33 nm thiknesses. This values for thiknes are
typical for epitaxial graphene [2]. As follows from Fig. 1, the surface of the film has some waveness, because of
substrate roughness. Despite this, the surfaces of formed layers are comparatively smooth, and any granulated forms
are absent. In addition, histograma for surface AFM image is studied to revelve the distribution of layer. In addition,
histograma (Fig. 2) for surface AFM image is studied to examine the distribution of film thickness.
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Fig. 2: Layer thickness distribution.

As follows, the peak of the distribution corresponds to approximately 1.2 nm. If we take the thickness of the
graphene layer is about 0.33 nm, it can be assumed that the histogram corresponds to four layer graphene.
Of course, one of the main characteristics of graphene layers is the spectrum of Raman scattering [3, 4].
Obtained for few layer graphene, Raman spectrum is presented in Fig. 3. Corresponding to C-C bond, G peak
is located at 1586 cm-1.

Fig. 2: Raman spectroscopy of few layer graphene.

The intensity of this peak exceeds by 1.89 times the intensity of 2D peak (corresponding to sp 2 carbon),
which is at 2686 cm-1. Because of their fractal essence, these graphene layers do not get rid of defects.
Located at 1344 cm-1, D peak describes the level of defects. The intensities of the three peaks are related to
𝐼𝐷 : 𝐼𝐺 : 𝐼2𝐷 = 59: 100: 54 by the relationship.
3. Conclusion
Thus, self-organized graphene layers are formed from liquid phase exfoliated graphene flakes. As can be concluded
from AFM images analysis, formed layers have smooth surface and thickness, typical for graphene. Raman
spectroscopy confirms the presence of few layer graphene. In spite of their fractal character this layers have general
properties of grapheme.
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Abstract
This work is focused on a bond and an adhesion improvement between glass fibres and lime-based and cement matrix
by a plasma treatment. In order to improve surface properties of the glass fibres, we treated them by the cold low-pressure
coupled oxygen plasma having a twofold modification effect – chemical (surface activation by active polar groups) and
physical (surface roughening via ion bombardment). We examined chemical changes onto fibre surfaces by means of
wettability measurements, while physical changes were assessed using SEM. The interaction between the two different
matrixes and the treated fibres was tested indirectly by a four-point bending test of reinforced prismatic specimens, where
their response during loading was observed and evaluated using DIC analysis. We found out that the wettability of the
fibres significantly increased – almost two-times when treatment time exceed 2 minutes. However, as observed using
SEM, the sizing of thus treated fibres was too much damaged after the mentioned time. Therefore, for purposes of this
study, 60 seconds treated fibres were used as reinforcement of the cement paste and the lime-based mortar specimens
(40×40×160 mm) which were subjected to four-point bending tests. These tests revealed that, despite of positive results
from the previous experiments, the mechanical performance of specimens reinforced with treated fibres was worse, if
compared to reference samples.
Keywords: glass fibres, fibre reinforcement, surface treatment, plasma, interface interaction, cement matrix, lime-based
matrix, fibrous composites.

1. Introduction
Hydraulic lime as well as cement can be considered as the most used binder in the field of the civil engineering materials,
concretely for production of mortars, concrete mixtures, etc. Hydration of both mentioned binders is accompanied by
drying and shrinkage resulting on creation of crack and their following development [1-3]. This phenomenon has a strong
impact on mechanical properties as well as lifetime and quality of materials in which the binder were used [4, 5]. These
accompanying hydration phenomena can be reduced by several technological aspects – e.g. mixture treatment in early
stages of the hydration (avoiding too rapid drying) or appropriate design of the mixture (water to binder ratio reduction,
admixtures application), etc. [6, 7]. Unfortunately, these approaches do not guarantee satisfying results. Therefore, the
utilization of a fibre reinforcement seems to be an effective possibility to control creation, development and width of
cracks via crack bridging. Moreover, the reinforcement gives ductility to materials and ensures their integrity when load
exceed maximal tensile strength stress [4, 5, 8, 9]. It has been shown, that one of the most effective reinforcement material
type is glass. Glass fibres exhibit a very favourable ratio between cost and toughness or tensile strength, if compared to
material alternatives like steel, polymer, plan-based, carbon, etc. Next to that, these fibres are very easy to be mixed into
the mortars or the concrete due to their bulk density 2680 kg/m3, which is not significantly different to other components
of mixtures. For an overview: steel fibres have 7850 kg/m3, common polymeric fibres about 1000 kg/m3 [10]. Thanks to
that, there is no segregation through the mixtures caused by sedimentation or, on the contrary, washing out of fibres.
Glass fibres are characterized by their geometric (length, diameter, shape), bulk (chemical composition, mechanical
performance) and surface (reactivity to other material, roughness) properties. The third mentioned property is influenced
by technology production, if made by a method of continuous casting. The glass filaments are highly abrasive to each
other. Therefore, to avoid their self-destruction, fibre surfaces are treated by size coating. Moreover, composition of the
sizing is designed to give to the fibre some other added protection like resistance to alkali environment, lubrication (for
better homogenization with other phases within a composite material) and compatibility to other materials. Fibres made
especially to be used as a reinforcement of materials in the civil engineeringare coated by water flushable or water
resistance polymer-based (epoxide, urethane, polyester) sizing, whose thickness is in order to hundreds of nanometers
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[10]. Although, manufacturers adapt the sizing composition with regards to its interaction with matrixes of reinforced
materials, not always strong bond and adhesion is ensured due to sizing chemical inertness (to water or lime or cement
binders because of low surface free energy) and smooth surfaces.
In order to eliminate unfavourable surface properties of the sized glass fibres, an additional treatment should be done.
As researched in many studies, there are known different surface treatments that can be divided into three groups as
follows: wet (chemical modification using strong acid or alkali solutions, an electrochemical treatment), dry (plasma
modification, gamma irradiation, high temperature) and as a marginal affair – multi-scale (growth of nanoparticles). It is
also worth noting that the sizing application is in its essence ranked among wet non-oxidative modifications [11-14]. By
a more detailed analysis of all of mentioned surface modifications, it can be concluded that this treatment can be described
as non-ecological, long-lasting, ineffective and unconsiderate to fibres, eventually, mentioned drawbacks can be
arbitrarily combined. However, as the exception, plasma treatment can be considered as effective from all point of views.
This method videlicet combines a twofold effect – chemical as well as physical, if suitable type of plasma used. Via free
radicals contained in the plasma, functional polar groups activate fibre surfaces – i.e. the surface free energy is thus
increased. Consequently, the surface after the modification is highly reactive to water as a polar liquid (present in the
mixtures always). The mentioned phenomenon ensures an estimation of the strong bond between the two materials.
Above that, ion bombardment, known as a sputtering effect, roughen modified surfaces, so the surface area, where
chemical bonds are realized, is increased a just like it, the mechanical interaction – adhesion – is thus enhanced too [15,
16]. One should bear in mind, that the sputtering effect must be applied properly to avoid complete removal of the sizing
from fibres. An ideal situation occurs, when the sizing is slightly roughened on its surface, as imagined in the Fig. 1.
We treated the glass micro-fibres having 14 μm in the diameter and 12 mm in length, using the cold low-pressure oxygen
plasma. The treatment time differed from 1 to 16 minutes. In order to reveal achieved changes after the modification, we
observed fibre surfaces by SEM and subjected them to the water wettability measurement. The real interaction between
fibres and two types of matrixes was established through destructive bending tests of prismatic specimens reinforced
with the fibres.

Fig. 1: A rate of damage of the sizing depending on plasma power or treatment time, from the left-hand side: original, ideally
treated, maximally treated and too much treated fibre surface, inspired by: [14].

2. Materials
2.1. Matrixes
Two types of matrix, representing the most common matrixes in the field of civil engineering, were used – cement paste
(w/c ratio equal to 0.4) and lime based mortar. Detailed mixtures composition is summarized in the Table 1, where LF_R
and LF_P represent lime-based mixtures reinforced with reference and plasma treated fibres, respectively and CF_R and
CF_P indicate the cement matrixes with the same logic of the fibre type marking. The lime-based mortar samples were
stored in standard laboratory conditions, while the cement ones were submerged into water, both for 28 days.
Table 1: Composition of mixtures.

Mixture
LF_R/P

Lime CL-90

Metakaoline
Mefisto L 0.5

14

5

Cement CEM I Sand ST2 and
42.5 R
STJ25
wt. %
57
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CF_R/P

-

-

77

-

21

2

2.2. Fibres
For purposes of this study, we used glass fibres, which are determined for reinforcing silicate matrixes like concrete, and
mortars. The fibres properties are as follows: the tensile strength 3500 MPa, the Young's modulus of elasticity 72 GPa,
the density 2680 kg/m3, the elongation 2.4 %, the diameter 14 μm, the length 12 mm, the sizing: irremovable (no more
information about the sizing was provided by their manufacturer).

3. Methods
3.2. Plasma Treatment
To improve the water wettability of fibres and to roughen their surface, an oxygen treatment in inductively coupled
plasma system (VT 214, Tesla) was done. Plasma treatment parameters were as follows: the total power 100 W, the total
gas pressure 60 Pa, the 50 sccm O2 flow, and the exposition time differed from 1 to 16 minutes.
3.2. Contact Angle Measurements
A direct horizontal optical method was used for fibre wettability evaluation, according to [17]. The each single fibre was
perpendicularly submerged into demineralized water, while the meniscus of the liquid adhering around fibres were
captured and then evaluated using MatLab based SW CAMTIA [18]. The final contact angle value was averaged from 6
independent measurements.
3.3. SEM Morphology Analysis
To assess the rate of the fibre surface roughening, the scanning electron microscope (Zeiss Merlin, Carl Zeiss Microscopy
GmbH) was used for fibre morphology analysis. To eliminate surface charging, a golden layer about 10 nm thick was
applied onto fibres (by BOC Edward Scancoats Six), as reported in our previous work [15].
3.4. Bending Tests
The chemical as well as the mechanical interaction between the fibres and the matrix (both cement and lime-based,
separately) was examined via mechanical bending tests. We were based on the assumption, that the more chemical bond
between the two materials, the more initial bending toughness of tested specimens. Just like that, the more physical
interaction between them, the more post-cracking toughness of specimens. After mixtures curing and hardening, the
testing was carried out using the loading frame Heckert FP 100. The bending tests were displacement-controlled at the
constant rate of 0.3 mm/min. Dimensions of specimens were equal to 40×40×160 mm. Load-displacement dependence
of each mixture was averaged from 6 independent measurements.
3.5. DIC Analysis
During the specimens loading, the behaviour of cracks was observed using digital image analysis (DIC). The DIC
analysis allowed to image the amount, the shape and the position of cracks graphically and thus to answer the question
how specimens resisted to loading in the post-cracking phase, as reported in [19]. As the result of the analysis, cracking
patterns were visualized with a map of a maximum principal strain in which concentrations can be attributed the crack
formation.
To allow the DIC observation, the samples were equipped with an artificial stochastic contrast pattern onto their surfaces.
Images used for DIC analysis were taken with DSLR camera Canon EOS 70D fitted with Canon zoom lens EF-S 17-85
IS USM. The exposition parameters were as follows: the shooting interval 10 seconds, the ISO speed 100, the focal
length 50 mm, the aperture value 4.5, the shutter speed 1/100 sec.
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4. Results
4.1. Contact Angle Measurements
It was found out, that the wettability of the fibres by demineralized water was increased significantly after the plasma
treatment, as Fig. 2 illustratively shows, where the most representative pictures, corresponding to the certain treatment
time, are pictured. The contact angle measured on the reference fibres is equal to 78.3±9°, while angles detected after the
modification were 70.1±7°, 43.5±7°, 39.6±8° and 32.6±9° for treatment times 1, 2, 8 and 16 minutes, respectively. As it
seems from the Fig. 3, the most rapid wettability change was achieved during the first 2 minutes of the treatment. After
that, as the treatment increased, the wettability slightly linearly increased. It should be added, that the accuracy of the
measurement is limited because of fibres small diameter and light transparency. Based on these findings, it seems to be
appropriate to use the fibres modified by 2 minutes for following experiments but with respect to the physical surface
modification, this treatment duration is too much long, as explained below.

Fig. 2: Digital camera photos of the fibres submerged into water captured during the wettability test, from the left-hand side:
reference, 1, 2, 8 and 16 minutes plasma treated, respectively.

Fig. 3: Contact angle values as a function of plasma treatment duration.

4.2. SEM Morphology Analysis
The SEM revealed that surfaces of the reference fibres are rugged due to presence of the sizing – see Fig. 4 in which the
most representative pictures belonging to the specific treatment time are shown. According to the idea mentioned earlier
and imagined in the Fig. 1, to achieve required changes onto fibre surfaces – slight roughening – the most convenient is
the treatment duration lasting for 1 minute. If this time is exceeded, the sizing is completely removed from fibre surfaces.
Thus exposed fibres can be easily damaged by sharp edges of the aggregate during mixture preparation. The picture
belonging to 8 minutes of the treatment represents all of the surface changes created between 2 and 16 minutes of the
treatment duration.
4.3. Bending Tests
The results of experiments stayed far beyond our expectation for both mixture types. Fig. 5 shows the dependence
between the load and the displacement of lime-based mortar samples. It was shown that both, the initial toughness and
the load-bearing capacity were higher in the case of samples reinforced with reference fibres (LF_R). While the LF_R
mixture reached almost to 1.5 kN, the LF_P only to ca. 0.6. The only possible cause of this result is weakening of the
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sizing layer, as a result, the fibres were damaged by grains of the sand. Moreover, for both mixtures, post-cracking
behaviour is common. There is obvious softening referencing to the single crack opening.

Fig. 4: SEM image of reference (left) and plasma treated (1 min – centre, 8 min – right) fibres.

Fig. 5: Load-displacement diagrams of lime-based mortar reinforced with the glass fibres.

Fig. 6: Load-displacement diagrams of lime-based mortar reinforced with the glass fibres.

As in the case of lime-based mortar samples, cement samples mechanical behaviour turned out worse, than we expected.
As captured in The Fig. 6, there is no difference between samples CF_R (containing reference fibres) and CF_P (plasma
treated fibres). Both, the initial toughness as well as the load-bearing capacity, stayed unchanged regardless to the fibres
treatment. Commonly, for the CF_R and CF_P, the post-cracking response corresponds to single-crack opening, which
is characteristic to brittle samples, not fibre reinforced.
4.4. DIC Analysis
For all of the tested specimens (LF_R, LF_P, CF_R, CF_P) the DIC analysis showed that when the load-bearing capacity
was reached, each sample was broken by a single crack. The crack was quickly opened with an increased displacement.
It was not achieved of the multi-crack behaviour, so the crack bridging was insufficient. According to our explanation,
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these phenomenon can originated into two opinions: (i) the adhesion between the fibres and the matrix was too poor, or
(ii) the amount of the fibres was too small.

Fig. 7: Crack development during four-point bending test of cement sample reinforced with the glass fibres.

5. Conclusion
We treated industrial sized (by water insoluble sizing) glass micro fibres having 14 μm in a diameter in order to change
their surface properties from hydrophobic to hydrophilic and from smooth to roughened and thus to ensure strong
interaction between the fibres and the two types of often used matrixes in the field of civil engineering – lime-based and
cement. To attain the target changed, we used the cold low-pressure oxygen plasma treatment. We controlled an intensity
of the plasma by different treatment times (from 1 to 16 minutes), where we focused on its influence on fibre surfaces.
After the modification, chemical changes caused by surface activation via active polar groups on the fibre surfaces was
researched using a wettability measurement, when the fibres were wetted by demineralized water and the interface
between the two materials (in the presence of the third phase – air) was observed and evaluated. Physical changes caused
via ion bombardment were assessed by means of the SEM image analysis. The real interaction between the fibres and
the matrixes was evaluated by means of a bending tests, when the specimens having dimensions equal to 40×40×160
mm were made from special designed mixtures representing both, the lime-based and the cement binders. Both types of
mixtures were reinforced with reference and treated fibres in amount corresponding to 2 % of sample weight. Response
of samples was monitored during the loading. We focused on the dependence between the load and the displacement as
an indicator of samples responses. Moreover, we observed loaded samples using DIC technique in order to reveal the
creation and the development of cracks in the post-cracking phase.
We found out that the fibre wettability increased after the plasma modification – during the first 1 minute slightly (only
by ca. 10 %). The significant wettability improvement occurred after 2 minutes of the treatment, when ca. 45% increase
was detected. The longer-lasting treatment did not bring any other significant wettability changes. Compared to that,
legible morphology changes on fibre surfaces were detected by means of the SEM already after 1 minute of the
modification. When the treatment time exceed 1 minute, the fibre surfaces were damaged too much (the sizing was
completely removed). Contrary to our expectations, bending tests pointed out to the deterioration of the adhesion between
the fibres and the matrix. In the case of the lime-based matrix, samples reinforced with treated fibres did not reached to
load-bearing capacity of reference samples. In the case of the cement matrix, if we compare samples containing treated
fibres to reference ones, there were no detected changes in the mechanical response during the testing. All of the tested
samples were damaged by one single crack, as proven by the DIC analysis. Based on our findings, it can be concluded,
that it is not favourable to modify glass fibres via plasma for purposes of the reinforcement of silica-based matrixes.
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Abstract
In this paper, we study optical absorption in zigzag graphene nanoribbons and armchair carbon
nanotubes. Within the orthogonal tight-binding model with the nearest neighbour approximation, it is
shown that if the ribbon width is about a half of the tube circumference then there is a correlation
between all but the first absorption peaks in the tubes and those absorption peaks in the ribbons that do
not originate from the edge states. Knowledge about this correlation effect should be useful in
designing ribbon- and tube-based optoelectronics devices without a crosstalk.
Keywords
carbon nanotubes, graphene nanoribbons, optical matrix elements, optical absorption, selection rules

1. Introduction
Graphene nanoribbons and carbon nanotubes are both quasi-one-dimenstional structures based on
graphene – a monolayer of carbon atoms arranged into a honeycomb lattice. Depending on the
geometry of their edges (for ribbons) or terminations (for tubes) they can be classified on two major
types – zigzag and armchair. Such classification ensures that zigzag carbon nanotube unrolls into an
armchair graphene nanoribbon, while an armchair carbon nanotube unrolls into a zigzag graphene
nanoribbon. This transformation, preserving the number of atoms in the unit cells of both structures, is
naturally expected to preserve their properties. Indeed, a similarity has been mentioned in a number of
papers based on the tight-binding models [1–4]. However, an alternative approach to matching
properties of the tubes and ribbons is also possible. For instance, one may choose to match transverse
electron momenta quantized by the periodic (in tubes) and hard wall (in ribbons) boundary conditions.
It has been shown that the matching of the transverse momenta leads to a perfect match of the energy
band structures of the armchair graphene nanoribbons and zigzag carbon nanotubes [5]. A similar
observation has been reported for zigzag graphene nanoribbons and armchair carbon nanotubes [3].
However, optical properties are beyond the scope of these studies. At the same time, the majority of
the literature on the optical properties of tubes and ribbons mostly highlights differences between the
two types of structures: selection rules, presence of the edge states and edge to bulk state transitions.
Nevertheless a recent theoretical analysis of the optical matrix elements revealed that equivalence
between armchair tubes and zigzag ribbons should also extend to their optical properties even if the
curvature and edge effects are taken into account [6]. Similar analysis of the matrix elements has been
carried out for zigzag ribbons and armchair tubes in Refs. [7,8].
In this paper, we focus on the optical absorption spectra of zigzag graphene nanoribbons and armchair
carbon nanotubes. We show within the orthogonal tight-binding model with the nearest neighbour
approximation that if transverse electron momenta are matched for both structures then a correlation
takes place between optical absorption peaks of zigzag graphene nanoribbons (ZGNRs) and armchair
carbon nanotubes (ACNTs).

2. Results and Discussion

Hereafter we follow a standard description of the carbon tubes in which a pair of indices (𝑛, 𝑚)
describes the chiral vector specifying the crystallographic orientation along which the graphene rolling
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is performed to obtain the tube. Thus, we refer to an armchair carbon nanotube as ACNT(𝑛, 𝑛). For
zigzag graphene nanoribbon description, we introduce a width index, 𝑤, equal to the number of carbon
atom pairs in the ribbon unit cell. Thence, a specific zigzag graphene nanoribbon is referred to as
ZGNR(𝑤). In Fig. 1, we show that the energy band structures (𝐸/𝛾, where 𝛾 is the hopping integral)
of ZGNRs and ACNTs can be approximately matched either at the edge or centre of the Brillouin
zone [9]. This is different to what is observed for armchair graphene nanoribbons and zigzag carbon
nanotubes [5] and it can be attributed to that fact that the secular equation quantizing transverse
electron momentum in zigzag ribbons depends on the electron longitudinal momentum [10]. If a
number of atoms in the tube unit cell, 𝑁𝑡 , is related to a number of atoms in the ribbon unit cell, 𝑁𝑟 , as
𝑁𝑡 = 2𝑁𝑟 then the band structures follow a similar pattern at the edge of the Brillouin zone [see Fig. 1
(a)]. At same time, the energy band structures can be approximately matched at the centre of the
Brillouin zone if 𝑁𝑡 = 2𝑁𝑟 + 4 [see Fig. 1 (b)].

Fig. 1: The energy band structures of ZGNR (solid black) and ACNT (dashed grey) matched at the (a) edge and
(b) centre of the Brillouin zone. The atomic structures of the corresponding tubes and ribbons are presented on
both sides of the plots. The band enumeration is shown by 𝐽 index. The double degenerate tube bands are
labelled with two numbers, one of which is placed in parentheses. The vertical red lines mark positions of the
graphene Dirac points (points K and K’), while vertical grey lines mark positions of the transition points 𝑘𝑡 and
𝑘𝑡′ which separates the edge and the bulk states in the ribbon band structure. The light blue area denotes the
region of the graphene band structure.

In Fig. 2 we compare absorption spectra of ZGNR(𝑤) of different widths with the spectra of
ACNT(𝑤, 𝑤) and ACNT(𝑤 + 1, 𝑤 + 1), for which the two above mentioned relations between 𝑁𝑡
and 𝑁𝑟 are fulfilled, respectively. As one can see, all but the lowest absorption peaks in ACNT(𝑤 +
1, 𝑤 + 1) spectrum have a pair peak in the absorption spectrum of ZGNR(𝑤 ). The peaks in
ZGNR(𝑤) spectrum, which do not have a counterpart in the tube spectrum originate from the
transitions involving the edge states. These edge states are seen in Fig. 1 as the bands escaping outside
the light blue region. The correlated peak positions follow the simple analytical formula:

ω𝑗 = 2γsin (

𝜋𝑗
)
𝑤+1

(1)

where 𝛾 ≈ 3 eV is the hopping integral and 𝑗 = 2 … 𝑤/2 (𝑤 is even) or (𝑤 − 1)/2 (𝑤 is odd). It is
also seen that for wider ribbons, the number of the correlated peaks increases while they shift towards
lower frequencies. Thus, for wide enough ribbons this correlation should take place in the visible
range. One can also notice that the correlation occurs provided that there is more than one correlated
peaks in the frequency range 𝜔 < 2 𝛾 for the given tube and ribbon. This condition is met for all the
ribbons with 𝑤 > 5. For ZGNR(5), however, there is only one correlated peak satisfying this
condition, because correlation between the peak at 𝜔 = 𝛾 seen in Fig. 2 (a) and the lowest absorption
peak in ACNT(6,6) is accidental as follows from the panels (b), (c) and (d) of Fig 2.
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Fig. 2: The optical absorption spectra of zigzag graphene nanoribbons and armchair carbon nanotubes.

The correlation between the absorption peaks of ACNT(𝑤 + 1, 𝑤 + 1) and ZGNR(𝑤) unveiled in
Fig. 2 is a non-trivial effect. Note that neither energy levels nor selection rules for the two types of the
chosen structures are the same [7]. Therefore, the effect can be dubbed as a hidden correlation. This
hidden correlation implies that an armchair carbon nanotube can be decomposed onto two zigzag
ribbons with optical properties very similar to those of the initial tube. Such decomposition is
explicitly presented in Fig. 3. It is readily seen from Fig. 3 that 𝑁𝑡 = 2𝑁𝑟 + 4 relation between the
number of atoms in the tube and ribbon unit cells corresponds to the width of the ribbon, 𝑊, being a
half of the circumference of the tube, 𝐶.

Fig. 3: The decomposition of ACNT(6,6) onto two ZGNR (5) with optical properties that are equivalent to the
initial tube: (a) 3D and (b) 2D model. The atoms coloured in blue should be removed from the structures.

3. Conclusion
In summary, we have shown that matching transverse momenta of the electrons in armchair carbon
nanotubes and zigzag graphene nanoribbons allows one to “decompose” the tube onto two zigzag
ribbons of equal width preserving positions of the optical absorption peaks of the initial tube. The
correlation between peak positions of thus related tubes and ribbons should be important in
optoelectronics applications either for enhanced resonance interaction between the structures or for
avoiding a crosstalk in complicated devices. This ribbon-width- and edge-geometry-sensitive effect
should be practical for optoelectronics applications since the methods of graphene nanoribbon
synthesis are developing fast making high quality samples of ribbons more available for experimental
studies [11]. For instance, recently graphene ribbons with zigzag edge topology have been produced
by self-assembling technique with an ultimate edge quality [12]. At the same time, the carbon
nanotube samples have also been drastically improved in quality. Along with the gradual advancement
of the carbon nanotubes sorting techniques [13], the first successful attempt of their synthesis with
pre-defined chirality has been reported [14]. Finally, we point out that the reported here correlation of
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the optical absorption spectra might also take place for tubes and superlattices based on graphene
nanoribbons [15–18].
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Abstract
Ferroferric oxide encapsulated guaran nanocomposites can be effectively used as a catalyst for the degradation
of recalcitrant organic contaminants in wastewater. This catalyst was prepared through a simple ultrasound
assisted liquid-phase co-precipitation method and were characterized using X-ray diffractometry, field
emission scanning electron microscopy and high-resolution transmission electron microscope for their crystal
structure, size and morphology of the core/shell catalyst. The sonochemical process or ultrasound treatment
process has been an attractive and effective one due to its several beneficial factors when compared to other
advanced oxidation processes. This ultrasound process when applied involves the formation, growth and
collapse of transient cavitation bubbles. During this process temperature and pressure of higher degrees would
be generated as per Hot Spot Theory leading to production of highly reactive hydroxyl and hydrogen radicals.
The radicals were utilized for the oxidation of the treatment of pollutants. In this study highly, toxic pnitroaniline was treated by sonochemical oxidation process and further exceptional improvement was achieved
by the addition of sodium periodate. The p-nitroaniline is an organic non-biodegradable compound used as an
intermediate or precursor in the manufacture of organic synthesis such as azo dyes, antioxidants, fuel additives,
corrosion inhibitors, pesticides, antiseptic agents and the synthesis of pharmaceuticals. The effect of
experimental parameters such as initial solution pH, catalyst dose, p-nitroaniline concentration and sodium
periodate concentration were varied and their effect of the degree of treatment were studied and reported. The
treatment efficiency of 94% in 120min. of reaction time was achieved at optimized condition. A feasible
reaction mechanism for the degradation of p-nitroaniline was presented.
Keywords: Ferroferric oxide, Guaran, Ultrasound, p-nitroaniline, catalytic oxidation
1. Introduction
Aromatic amines are extensively used in biology and chemical industry. Exceptionally aniline and its derivatives
are being used as antioxidants, and in production of dyes and pesticides [1, 2]. The aromatic amines are also used as
intermediate in the synthesis of several pharmaceutical drugs including acetaminophen, nadifloxacin, difloxacin,
sarafloxacin, flumequin, cisapride, bicalutamide, brequinar, sorbinil etc. [3]. Some of the para (p) substituted anilines
have local anesthetic property, wherein amino group plays an important role in the interaction with respective receptor.
p-nitroaniline (PNA) is an organic non-biodegradable compound used as an intermediate or precursor in the manufacture
of organic synthesis such as azo dyes, antioxidants, fuel additives, corrosion inhibitors, pesticides, antiseptic agents,
medicines for poultry and the synthesis of pharmaceuticals. Nevertheless, the chemical stability and toxicity of PNA in
water, even at a low concentration, is extremely harmful to aquatic microorganism and human health in terms of its
hematoxicity, splenotoxicity and nephrotoxicity [4] with a TLV (Threshold Limit Value) of 0.001kgm -3 comparatively
lower than aniline 0.002kgm-3 [5-8]. The National Environmental Protection Agency (NEPA) of the People’s Republic
of China has been enlisted PNA as one of the priority contaminant in water [7].
Different treatment methods have been adopted for PNA removal from aqueous solution, ie., physical, chemical
and biological methods [9-11], which includes hydrothermal decomposition [12], Fenton oxidation [13], photocatalytic
degradation [14], biodegradation [15], adsorption [16–18] and others [8, 19]. The physical method of degradation of
PNA such as carbon ﬁber [20] and carboxylated polymeric matrix absorptions [21], the mineralization could not be
achieved, the pollutant changes from one form to another and further treatment was required. The chemical method,
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hydrothermal decomposition [12] and photocatalytic degradation suffers from high capital and operating cost [5, 13, 2224]. PNA is resistance to biological degradation [13] due to the presence of nitro group in the aromatic ring which
enhances the stability of PNA and the degradation rate is very low, whereas the anaerobic degradation yields nitroso and
hydroxylamines compounds which are known to be carcinogenic [8,15].
In recent decades, the so-called advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) have been considered as an innovative technology,
for the degradation and mineralization of organic pollutants, especially where the refractory species are difficult to
remove using biological or physicochemical processes. The process involves the formation of acoustic cavitation in
which the heat generated from the cavity implosion activates the extremely reactive hydrogen atoms (H +) and hydroxyl
radicals (OH-) and both radicals recombines to form hydrogen peroxide (H 2O2) and molecular hydrogen (H2) in cooling
phase [25]. Sonication influences both oxidation and reduction reaction processes which in turn increases the degradation
efficiency of the pollutant molecule [26-28]. It also increases the catalyst active surface area due to particle fragmentation
and deagglomeration by increasing the turbulence in the liquid and thus decreasing mass transfer limitations [29].
Heterogeneous Fenton-like systems are active for the degradation of organic compounds, consisting of catalysts
and hydrogen peroxide, [30, 31]. Han et al. have proved that the performance of Au/hydroxyapatite (Au/HAp) catalyst
for the complete oxidation of organic pollutants in aqueous media by peroxidation and which exhibits high activity and
great potential. They have proposed that the catalytic decomposition of H 2O2 produces hydroxyl (·OH) and perhydroxyl
radicals (HO2) which induces the redox process Au (0) ↔Au (&+) during the wet peroxidation. Zelmanov et al. have
used Iron (3+) oxide-based nanoparticles as catalysts in advanced organic aqueous oxidation and gained high efﬁciency
in the oxidation of ethylene glycol and phenol [32].
Recent studies on the degradation of PNA by photocatalysis [14], Fenton oxidation process [13], Oxidative
decomposition by solar photo-fenton AOPs [7], transient and steady state photolysis [5] and oxidation of persulfate/Fe3O4
[33] have shown that the degradation of PNA was not economical for the industrial application. The main disadvantages
of photo-fenton, Photolysis and oxidative decomposition might be high energy consumption of electrical lamps, high
capital cost and operating cost. Therefore, the intent of this work was to explore the application of the heterogeneous
fenton like system using ultrasound as an advanced oxidation process in activating periodate for the degradation of PNA
in water. The effects of experimental parameters such as initial solution pH, FFGN dose, PNA concentration and sodium
periodate concentration were investigated.

2. Methodology
2.1. Materials
The following chemicals were used for this study: Iron (II) sulfate heptahydrate (FeSO4.7H2O, Merck), sodium
hydroxide (NaOH, Merck), Ethanol (C2H5OH, Changshu Hongsheng), p-nitroaniline (C6H6N2O2, SRL), sodium
metaperiodate (NaIO4, SRL) and guar gum (Himedia) and concentrated sulfuric acid (H 2SO4, Merck). All chemicals
were used as received without any further purification and the solutions were prepared using Millipore water (MicrocayaAquelix5). The ultrasonic processor (Sonics Vibra cell, VCX 500) with a titanium horn (Ti-6Al-4V) of 5cm2 irradiating
surface area, 20 kHz frequency and variable power upto 500W was used for this study.
2.2. Synthesis of Ferroferric oxide-Guaran Nanocomposite:
For the synthesis of Ferroferric oxide-Guaran nanocomposite (FFGN), a natural polysaccharide; Guaran was used
as a substrate which acts as stabilizing and capping agent. The hydrolyzed Guaran was used for the synthesis of FFGN,
typically 2.78g (1M) of FeSO4.7H2O was dissolved in 100mL distilled water, then 9mL of 3M NaOH was injected to the
reaction mixture ultrasonication was done using an ultrasonic processor with amplitude of 40% (i.e., 200W).Then, the
Guaran with 0.1g concentration was added to the mixture. The reaction was continued for 60 min and ultrasonication
was halted when the solution turned from blue to black color which confirms the formation of the magnetite phase. The
as-synthesized iron oxide nanocomposite was washed several times in water and dried in a vacuum oven at 120 oC. The
reaction was carried out in inert atmosphere with nitrogen purged continuously throughout the process.
2.3. Characterization of synthetic Ferroferric oxide-Guaran Nanocomposite:
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The crystal structure of the as-synthesized nanocomposite was analyzed by X-ray diffractometer (XRD; Ultima
IV, Rigaku, Japan) with X-ray source emitting Cu Kα radiation (k = 1.540562 Å) and scans acquisition at 2θ range from
20o to 80o, scan speed of 1o/min and step size of 0.05o. The operational voltage and current were kept at 40 kV and 300
mA, respectively. The structural morphology of the FFGN were characterized using field emission scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM; Zeiss Zigma) with a resolution of 1.3 nm at 20 kV, acceleration voltage of 0.1-30 kV,
magnification of 12-1Mx.
2.4. Degradation study:
All the PNA degradation experiments were conducted in a 500 mL cylindrical jacketed reactor, allowing water
circulation to maintain the temperature of the reaction solution. To start each test, appropriate volumes of stock PNA and
the catalyst FFGN were added into the reactor and then diluted with deionized water to 200 mL. The pH of each reaction
solution was adjusted to the desired level by using the prepared 0.1 M sulfuric acid or 0.1 M sodium hydroxide solution,
and was measured with a model pHep (Hanna instrument) pH meter. The reaction mixture was subjected to sonication
for 120 min and the samples have been taken at regular intervals of 15 minutes for monitoring the oxidation of PNA.
The UV–vis spectra of PNA were recorded using a UV–vis spectrophotometer (shimadzu UV2600). The maximum
absorbance wavelength (λmax) of PNA can be found at 380 nm from the spectra. Therefore, the concentration of the PNA
in the reaction mixture at different reaction times were determined by measuring the absorption intensity at λmax = 380
nm. The 50ppm PNA solution with the solution pH of 6.0 and at the optimal pH of 3.0 was subjected to simple ultrasound
irradiation (25mm diameter probe with 200W set power). The degradation efficiency of the treatment methods were
evaluated using Eq.1 with the help of the absorbance value found from the UV-Vis spectrophotometer.
𝑪𝒊 − 𝑪𝒇
(𝟏)
%𝑫𝒆𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒅𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝒆𝒇𝒇𝒊𝒄𝒊𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒚 = (
) 𝑿 𝟏𝟎𝟎
𝑪𝒊
where, Ci is the initial PNA concentration and Cf is the final PNA concentration.

3. Results and Discussion
The X-ray diffraction pattern of as-synthesized FFGN sample was shown in Fig.1A. The peaks can be indexed at
30.1 , 35.4o, 43.0o, 53.39o, 56.9o and 62.6o corresponding to the crystal planes of (220), (311), (400), (422), (511), and
(440) respectively. The sharper and stronger peaks indicate the formation of iron oxide with a cubic inverse spinel
structure, which are consistent with the standard data for magnetite (JCPDS card no. 00-019-0629). Results evidenced
the presence of guaran. The crystalline regions of Guaran were seen at the angle (2θ) 28.5 o, 29.5o, 34.1o, 38.6o, and 49.6o.
The particle Zeta Potential was derived from the electrophoretic mobility at 25±2 °C as shown in Fig.1B. The FFGN
were evenly distributed with the PDI at 0.651 and the zeta potential measured was -34.8±0.3 mV whereas the Fe3O4
nanocubes were evenly distributed with the PDI at 0.751 and the zeta potential was -16.6±0.3 mV. The stability of the
nanocomposites against agglomeration was confined with a large negative zeta potential value.
o
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Figure 1. Characterization of the catalyst A. XRD, B. Zeta Potential, C. SEM, D. TEM

As shown in Fig.1C reveals that the particles have a relatively narrow size distribution and nearly in uniform cube
shape. It also reveals that the FFGN improves the dispersion of nanoparticle and the aggregation of particle was reduced
as the guaran coating weakens the magnetic interaction between particles. Fig.1D shows the high-resolution, low
magnification images of the as-prepared FFGN, where the cubical shape with well crystallinity are revealed.
Polysaccharides as like guaran are highly reactive materials with high oxygen content, thus making them promising Oproviders. Guaran are an ideal sustainable substance, certainly “greener” than that of surfactants and additives produced
from petrochemical industry. The formed guaran polymer networks expedite the excellent stability and the formation of
the NPs through electrostatic and steric effects and the hydroxyl groups of the polymeric chains, would further improve
the stabilization of FFGN. The polymer guaran act as a capping agent and the hydroxyl groups of the polymeric chains
and networks would surround and protect the particles over longer periods.
The sonochemical degradation of PNA was only 13% at solution pH 8.0 and 33% at pH 3.0 respectively. In the
presence of 0.5g/L FGNC catalyst at pH 3.0, it has increased to 47%. The increase in the efficiency was due to the
presence of Fe2+ ions and the OH- group in the nanocomposite and the treatment process proceeds rapidly only at pH 3.0.
The varying absorbance spectra of the aqueous PNA solution at different treatment conditions were shown in Fig.2.
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Figure 2. Degradation of PNA plot (pH=3.0± 0.2, FFGN=0.5g/L, [PNA]0=50ppm, Amplitude=40%,Probe=25mm,
T=25±1ºC)

The effect of initial concentration of NaIO4 for PNA degradation was performed by varying the [NaIO 4]0 from
0.5g/L to 5.0g/L at the experimental conditions of pH=3.0± 0.2, [PNA] 0=50ppm, FFGN=0.1gL, T=25±1ºC and the
results are shown in Fig.3A. The degradation rate decreases with the increase in the oxidant concentration. The maximum
degradation rate was possible for the oxidant concentration of 0.5g/L, the degradation rate of organic compound
decreases with increase of [NaIO4]0 due to the scavenging of OH- radical by [NaIO4]0 and incremental generation of
OOH- radical also consumed.

A

B

Fig.3. Degradation of PNA plot at different Oxidant concentration (pH=3.0± 0.2, FGNC=0.5g/L, [PNA]0=50ppm,
Amplitude=40%,Probe=25mm, T=25±1ºC) A. NaIO4 B. Na2S2O4

The effect of initial concentration of Na2S2O4 for PNA degradation was performed by varying the [Na 2S2O4]0 from
0.5g/L to 15g/L at the experimental conditions of pH=3.0± 0.2, [PNA] 0=50ppm, FFGN=0.5g/L, T=25±1ºC and the
results are shown in Fig.3B. The degradation rate was increased from 59% to 94% with the increase of [Na2S2O4]0
concentration. Fe3O4 acts as activator in the sulfate-radical based AOP, and it initiates the electron mass transfer of the
reacting species (PNA and Na2S2O4) which may results in the formation of SO4-* radical. The SO4-* radical enhanced the
degradation of PNA.

4. Conclusion
The present study reports the green synthesis of FFGN. GG act as a reducing and capping agent. The FFGN
nanocubes were synthesized using a cost effective, simple sonochemical method in the absence of any surfactant and
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using non-toxic metal salt as reactant. TEM and SEM show that the as-synthesized nanoparticles are cubic in shape with
medium particle size of 47 nm. The degradation of PNA by Fenton process was signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by pH value of
the solutions, [NaIO4]0 and FFGN dosage, initial PNA concentration and the reaction temperature. The optimum
conditions for the degradation of PNA in water were considered to be: pH=3.0± 0.2, [PNA] 0=50ppm, NaIO4=0.5g/L,
Amplitude=40%, Probe=25mm, T=25±1ºC). Under the optimum conditions, the degradation efficiencies of PNA (initial
concentration of PNA was 50ppm) were 75% within 120 min reaction. The NaIO 4 oxidation of PNA requires large
amount of FFGN, which can be easily removed from the reactor at the end of each repetitive oxidation process and that
can be used in succeeding runs. Sulfate-radical based oxidation process has many advantages such as being more
selective and have longer lifetime compared to –OH radical. The optimum conditions for the degradation of PNA in water
were considered to be: pH=3.0± 0.2, [PNA] 0=50ppm, Na 2S2O8=15g/L, Amplitude=40%, Probe=25mm, T=25±1ºC). If
excess oxidants exist, a quenching reaction of radicals caused by oxidants might occur, which increases the consumption
of oxidants for a given concentration of organic contaminants. Under the optimum conditions, the degradation
efficiencies of PNA (initial concentration of PNA was 50ppm) were 94% within 120 min reaction. From the above
mentioned findings, it is evident that sulfate-radical based oxidation exhibited higher removal efficiency compared to
Fenton oxidation process.
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A Study of tribological behavior and lubrication mechanism
of graphene nanoplatelets under different lubrications on hvof
sprayed wc-co-cr coating deposited on titanium substrate
Y.Sidra1, M.Abdul2,kulsoom.I3
Institute of Space Technology, Islamabad, Pakistan
Abstract
Degradation by different types of wear has been the major problem in various engineering applications
in which different parts operate in severe and drastic conditions e.g. high temperature, moisture and
humidity, environmental instability etc. Therefore, WC-Co-Cr HVOF based thermal spray coatings are
deployed in a multi range of applications to give extension and long life to components by retarding
their wear and corrosion.
The tribological behavior of graphene nanoplatelets in different lubrications was investigated under
different lubrication regimes. A ball on disk tribometer has been used at 30N and sliding speed of 0.2m/s
for 10min to verify the friction and wear reduction due to graphene nanoplatelets on HVOF sprayed
WC-CoCr coating. Their good antiwear and friction properties are due to their laminated structure,
which offers the least contact between the two interfaces by providing low shear stress. Furthermore,
the results clearly showed that HVOF coating can be protected from wear and friction loses due to the
protective tribofilm formed with graphene nanoplatelets under different lubrications.
Keywords: Engine oil, Graphitic nanoplatelets, High velocity oxy-fuel, Lubricating mechanism, Nanoadditive engine oil, WC-Co-Cr coatings, Wear rate.
Introduction
The application of the engineered surfaces depends on compatibility to the counter surfaces. Minimizing machine
failure, energy loss, friction and mechanical wear failure by lubrication and to enhance service life is a challenging
situation for researchers and scientists. Reduction in wear and friction mainly depends on conditions such as,
relative motion between the surfaces, sliding speed, normal load, vibration, temperature and lubrication etc.[1]
A surface is itself a defect and regardless of its ultimate finished form it always has depressions, valleys and
ridges.[2] So, lubrication with a better nano additive provides the effective mechanical functioning along with
improved energy efficiency and durability. Severe tribological conditions exists in military combat operations,
aircraft, automotive industries, an efficient lubricant is demanded always.
Control over wear and friction losses using conventional lubricants was a long-ago practice in many
applications.[3] But the conventional lubricants are unsatisfactory for the use of commercial applications because
of pungent odor, bad thermal stability, and corrosion as it contains sulphur and phosphor.[4] Therefore, quest for
nano particles as new kind of additive for lubrication for systemic control over wear and friction has significantly
increased from the past few years.[2] Certain nanoparticles such as, metal sulfides,[5] metal oxides,[6] carbon
materials, organic material etc. have been investigated as anti-wear agents. Studies have shown the superior
lubrication and tribological properties of nano additives than conventional lubricant solid additive. Advantage of
using nano additive lubricant over conventional lubricants as anti-wear agents are size and shape effect, enter
contact asperities, better chemical reactivity, better protective film, third body effects, limited tribo-chemical
reactions etc. These nano additives are added in a low concentration to the base oil (synthetic oil, mineral oil) and
brings improvement in the tribological characteristics and presenting good wear and friction reduction effects.

1
2
3
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Several anti -wear and frictional mechanisms are reported in the previous papers using titanium dioxide
nanoparticles,[7] graphene, graphene flakes, tungsten disulphide etc.
Nano carbon materials have received great attention by tribology researcher due to high load carrying capacity,
high chemical stability, strong intramolecular bond, and low surface energy. For practical applications, graphene
nanoplatelets have been the focus of interest due to its remarkable properties and unique structure. However, few
studies on graphene nanoplatelets have been reported so far. Graphene nanoplatelets have been used for better
lubricity and wear resistance properties when used as an oil additive. Huang et al.[8] investigated the frictional
behavior and anti-wear property of paraffin oil when graphite nano sheets were added. Lin et al.[9] investigated
the tribological properties of graphite nanosheets as an oil additive. Weak intermolecular forces (Vander wall
forces) exists between the layers, that enhanced that anti-wear properties. Better friction properties of oleic acid
is obtained when graphene sheets were dispersed in lubricant oil.[9] Prasad et al.[10] investigated sliding wear
behavior of gray cast iron at different loads using mineral oil additive graphite nanoparticles. At low concentration
(5wt%) decrease in wear rate is noticed, while when the concentration is increased to 10wt% the wear rate
significantly decreased at high loads. Hwang et al.[11] found the improvement in friction reducing and antiwear
property of mineral oil when graphite nanoparticles were added. These spherical shaped nanoparticles prevented
direct contact between the sliding surfaces.
The literature review shows that less work has been done on improving the tribological properties of HVOF
sprayed WC-10Cr-4Co coatings with lubrications added graphene nanoplatelets.
Therefore, the objective of this paper is to investigate the tribological properties of HVOF sprayed WC-10Cr-4Co
coatings under different lubrication conditions with graphene nanoplatelets and reveal the lubrication mechanism
of graphite nanoplatelets.

Experimental Details
Sample formulation (Lubrication samples)
Graphene nanoplatelets-GrNP (Purity>99.5wt%, <20 layer, thickness: 4-20nm, Size 5-10µm) purchased from
Chengdu Organic Chemicals Co. Ltd., Chinese Academy of Sciences were used throughout the experimental
work. API 20W-50 CH-4, SL engine oil was used as a baseline lubricant in this experiment. The samples were
prepared with as purchased GrNP with different lubricants using ultrasonication, leading to samples of desired
percentage of 0.25wt% concentration. The samples with concentration of 0.25wt% were prepared at ambient
temperature in DI water, 20W-50 engine oil, ethanol by dispersing GrNP in 0.0625 g/L of DI water, 0.0625 g/L
of engine oil, 0.0625 g/L of ethanol into them. Then mixed ultrasonically (50% amplitude, 2s pulse, 50Hz
frequency) for 1hr,30min for DI water +GrNP to make sure that GrNP is well dispersed[12]. The lubricant (20W50 engine oil) without GrNP was used as a baseline in this work.
The properties of Graphene nanoplatelets and engine oil are listed in the Tables 1 and 2
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Table 1: Properties of Graphene nanoplatelets

Table 2: Properties of Engine oil

HVOF sprayed WC-Co-Cr coating sample
Cermet powder with the particle size(-45+11µ𝑚) was purchased from Guangzhou Sanxin Metals S&T was used
for HVOF sprayed WC-Co-Cr coatings. Titanium substrate plates were sand blasted to enhance the mechanical
interlocking of powder to the substrate. Coating was deposited with HVOF Sulzer Metco with water cooled
diamond jet gun DJ8A hardware 2600, with high pressure, high velocity flame spraying torch which operates at
reduced temperature. The fuel used throughout the experiment was hydrogen.

Tribological test
A pin-on-disk tribometer 10.2. friction and wear tester, was used to study the tribological properties of lubricants
effect on HVOF sprayed WC-Co-Cr coating.

Figure 1:Schematic Diagram of Pin-on-disk Test

The pin-on-disk tests were performed against a 3mm steel as a counter-part acting in relative to the loaded coated
HVOF sprayed WC-10Co-4Cr disk. Before wear test the surface of the disk was ground with 800 and 1000 mesh
sandpaper, respectively. The basic composition and spraying parameters of a disk are given in table 3 and 4.
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Table 3: Spraying Parameters

Table 4:Composition and mechanical properties

The sliding wear resistance of the samples were tested under dry condition and with graphene nanoplatelets added
lubrications. The experimental conditions are given in table 5.
The friction co-efficient, wear volume, wear rate was recorded automatically during the test, with the built-in
channels of tribometer. The topographical images of wear scars and wear track diameter of disk were observed
using scanning electron microscope. Energy dispersive microscopy (EDS) was used to determine the content of
elements present on the surfaces of wear scars. Wear surface was characterized by optical microscope (OM) to
detect the wear scar diameter of each sample. The experimental conditions are given in table below.

Results and Discussion
Graphene Nano platelets (GrNP) Characterization and WC-10Co-4Cr coating
Figure 1 and 2 showed the SEM images of graphene nanoplatelets and HVOF WC-10Co-4Cr coating. The ‘flakelike’ morphology of GrNP can be seen in the image. The typical EDS analysis of WC-10Co-4Cr coating is shown
in figure.

Figure 1: SEM and EDS of HVOF coating WC-10Co-4Cr
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Figure 2: SEM and TEM of GrNP (as received images)

Structure and dispersion stability of GrNP
The as-prepared GrNP was dispersed in DI water, ethanol and 20W-50 SL base oil to a nominal concentration of
0.25wt% with the aid of ultrasonication, and the dispersion were allowed for seven days.[13] Figure 1 (a) shows
the pictures of all of the dispersions immediately after sonication (20W-50 engine oil+ GrNP and Ethanol+GrNP
for 1hr,30min for DI water +GrNP). To identify the degree of dispersion and sedimentation pictures were again
taken after 7 days. Just after sonication, GrNP showed good dispersion in water, ethanol as the edges of layers
become partially hydrophilic and are well dispersed in water. Water and ethanol exhibit significant dipole moment
values and showed good dispersibility due to solvent polarity. While with the base oil, the multilayered GrNP
showed good dispersion without surface modification or adding any surfactants. Moreover, it is evident that
carbon-based materials stability in an aqueous medium is highly dependent on the hydrophilic functional group,
which interacts with the repulsive force (columbic) and hydrogen bonding. Therefore, for GrNP, the defect on its
edges contain unfilled carbon bonds that assist in providing favorable sites for oxidative reaction. Thus yielding
more hydrophilic structures which comprises of various functional groups (water based), such as ethers, carboxyl
and hydroxyls. [14, 15]Thus its solubility is size-dependent since more functional exists in larger sheets, which
contains structural defects.
The good dispersing stability of lubricants can be explained by the following
1) Ultrasonication highly eliminated the hydrophobicity of basal plane layers, and brings oxidative reaction
and more hydrophilic sites at the edges.
2) At higher temperature, Brownian motion of lubricants is increased and this helps in the dispersion of
GrNP.
After 7 days, the picture showed the sedimentation and settling of GrNP in 3 lubricants.
The rate of settling is highly dependent on the density difference between the GrNP and viscosity of lubricants
etc. The interaction potential and forces between the layers, attracts each other and agglomeration occurs. Density
of fluids plays an important role in agglomeration of GrNP.

Figure 2: DI+GrNP ,b)GrNP+Oil, c)base oil, d) ethanol+GrNP

Day 7

Figure 3 :a) DI+GrNP ,b)GrNP+Oil, c) base oil , d) ethanol+GrNP

Tribological characteristics and characterization
Influence of Graphene Nanoplatelets on Friction-Reducing capability of lubricants
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Figure 4: variation of friction coefficient with friction time for various lubrication conditions

Figure 4 shows the variation of friction coefficient with friction time for various lubrication conditions It can be
seen from Figure 3 that, under dry friction condition, with the increase of friction time, friction coefficient
increased firstly, then decreased, and eventually reached a quasi-steady state. The increase of COF is due to the
continuous generation of wear debris in the form of hard particles entrapped between the worn surfaces. Plastic
deformation process increases the hardness of the debris particles and they scrape the surrounding material. COF
then reached to negative value, suggested that, thick oxide layer formed on the surface due to oxidation. The oxide
formed on the surface adhere to the surface as thick layer and provide protection against the sliding asperity.
Under lubrication conditions the behavior of each specimen on coating was different while following the same
pattern i.e. increased firstly with friction coefficient and then reached a stable state value. Etha+GrNP showed the
lowest values of friction coefficient (-0.13) values than the rest of the specimens. This COF reduction with friction
time is thought to be the combined lubrication effect of ethanol and layered structure of GrNP. While test
performed with base oil without GrNP showed the high COF (0.11), suggesting that graphene nanoplatelets is
most likely the reason for the friction reduction. This can also be the suggested that on contact with the counter
body local surface temperature rise occurred due to low thermal conductivity that reduces the viscosity of oil to
some extent as compared to GrNP+Oil. The fairly stable COF attained is due to the graphitic layers entrapped in
the contact area is high and continuous lubricating film comprising of graphene was formed on the surface. While
during sliding the initial graphene layers was removed quickly out of wear track region and resulted in high COF
as happened in DI+GrNP. But after that the thin laminated layer structure fills up grooves along with selflubrication avoids the direct contact between the two rubbing surface[15].Low concentration of GrNP in solution
forms a protective tribofilm, resulting in low and stable COF.

Effect of Rotation speed on friction
To study the tribological properties of the tested lubricants along different lubrication regimes, the experimental
approach proposed by Kovalchenko et al. (2005) is adopted for the current study.
The coefficient of friction (COF) values of different lubricants with GrNP and 20W-50 SL base oil, measured
using the pin-on-disc tribometer at different sliding velocities for 300s at ambient temperature introduces Stribeck
curve given in figure 4.

Figure 5: Lubrication regimes

The general form of Stribeck curve proposed by Kovalchenko et al.[16], depicting the lubricating regimes is
available for every lubricated system. The friction test begins with an increasing rotating speed until 250rpm for
300s is achieved. The shape of graph shows a transition behavior from dry condition-mixed lubrication regimeelastohydrodynamic lubrication regime (EHL)-hydrodynamic lubrication regime ( HL-full film lubrication) for
increasing speed.
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At lower rotational speed (0-5rpm), specially at transition point B in figure 4, the lubrication regime of
ethanol+GrNP, 20W-50 SL base oil, GrNP+Oil is EHL, while DI+GrNP shows mixed lubrication regime. At
higher rotating speed all lubricants show the transition to HL i.e. full film lubrication regime, where the friction
is determined by the viscosity of laminated GrNP. HH COF of GrNP+Oil and ethanol+GrNP is lowered than
20W-50 SL base oil. This might be attributed to the exposure of GrNP lamellar layers under the applied load. A
positive effect of GrNP on lowering the friction coefficient is specially observed in EHL regime where the viscous
stress is prevalent. Moreover, increase in COF in HL regime shows that after a transition from EHL to HL,
lubrication suffer from wear and some particles worn out from the surface but later form a uniform tribofilm and
reduces the energy loss in mechanical lubrication. These tests confirm that using GrNP ion lubricants enhances
the friction reduction capability in mixed, EHL and HL regime as reported in[17]

Figure 6: Effect of rotational speed on friction behavior at RT

Influence of Graphene Nanoplatelets on Wear-Reduction capability of lubricants

Figure 7: Variation of wear rate with sliding distance for various lubrication conditions

Figure 6 shows the variation of wear rate with sliding distance for various lubrication conditions. The same trend
is observed in wear rate, high in the beginning and then decreases with increasing sliding distance. It can be
inferred that lubrications with GrNP showed less wear rates as compared to without lubrication due to their thin
laminated structure which allows the GrNP to form self-assembled tribofilm and reduces the direct contact
between the two surfaces. Initial increase in wear rate of DI+GrNP is due to corrosive wear as sliding motion
between the surfaces forced some GrNP to lose and rest GrNP formed a tribofilm on the surface with increasing
sliding distance. ethanol+GrNP showed uniform distribution of GrNP with the increase in sliding distance after a
high wear rate due to high sliding contact pressure that vaporizes the ethanol leaving behind GrNP. Graphene
stacking piles takes place and Vander wall forces between different layers helps in the slipping process that lowers
the wear rate.[17]Moreover 0.25wt% concentration also effects in lowering wear mechanism.

Observation of wear tracks
Microscopic examination of the wear track showed the presence of important quantities of debris within the wear
track. Debris is of whitish color regardless of the lubricant used. Debris is of two kinds flakes or platelets (20W50 engine oil+ GrNP and ethanol+GrNP, DI+GrNP) and finer particles (20W-50 engine oil)
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Figure 8:SEM & EDS of GrNP+Oil

Figure 11: SEM & EDS of GrNP+Ethanol

Figure 9:SEM & EDS of GrNP+DI

Figure 10: SEM & EDS of GrNP+Ethanol

Figure 12:SEM & EDS of Base Oil

From the SEM images, it can be suggested that groove marks are filled with the graphene nanoplatelets provided
a decrease in COF and wear rate in 20W-50 engine oil+ GrNP, DI+GrNP, Etha+GrNP. These accumulated
platelets act as a load carrying entities and significantly affect the wear rate. In case of base oil, one possible
explanation for this behavior may be due to the agglomeration and accumulation of GrNP occurs in the contact
area. This reduces the lubricating effect of solution and micro plowing and micro cracking can be seen. Figure
4.15 shows plowing traces, spalling, deformation and cracks on the wear surface of the coating under dry
condition. This indicates that coating suffers from severe damage without lubrication at 30N load.
The examination of the worn surface has thus allowed the detection of the presence of platelets in either form i.e.
particle or agglomerated debris. The debris contributed to the wear process through the following mechanism.
1) Micro-cracking and micro-plowing along the sliding contact (20W-50 engine oil)
2) Abrasion by accumulated platelets and flakes of GrNP and fine debris circulating along the sliding contact
(20W-50 engine oil+ GrNP, DI+GrNP, Etha+GrNP).
The lubrication mechanism of lubricants can be confirmed by the results of SEM and EDS. Owing to small size
and high surface energy of GrNP, they could stably form a tribofilm on the surface of HVOF coating. The EDS
spectra for 20W-50 engine oil+ GrNP, DI+GrNP, Etha+GrNP revealed a C characteristic peak, which indicates
that GrNP is transferred to the surface to lubricate the friction pairs.
The presence of Fe and chromium is due to the steel contact with DI, ethanol, base oil. While the oxygen was
due to the oxide layer formed in base oil.

Discussion
Debris role in wear Process under lubrication
In hard coatings like cermet coatings, wear debris formation either increase the friction coefficient or increase it
along with the increase, decrease of wear rate. Wear debris acts in a dual manner such as;
1) Its interaction with the sliding surface either by plowing and abrasion, increases the COF.
2) It acts as a load carrying entities and decreases the wear rate and increases COF. Variation in the behavior
of COF depicts the different quantities of debris formation between sliding interfaces. Formation and
elimination of wear debris from the wear track conveys dynamic equilibrium in COF behavior. Constant
quantity of debris formation at the wear track corresponds to stability of COF, increase in buildup
indicates increase in COF, whereas decrease reflects the elimination zone.
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Steady-state friction coefficient indicate that the constant quantity of debris is entrapped in the sliding interface.
Hence it appeared as if, friction coefficient is independent of applied load and just depends on sliding speed that
helps in the circulation of debris across the surface and makes it invariant.

Contact interface behavior under lubrication
Variation in COF thus allows the influence of sliding speed on the wear rate to be explained. First, COF and wear
rate exhibit opposite changes with increasing sliding speed. The critical sliding speed provides the maximum COF
and minimum wear rate as a result of maximum load carrying effect. The critical speed marks the limit between
both phases of debris accumulation and elimination. High critical speed helps in the fine dispersion of lubrication
solution with GrNP and stabilizes the COF.
Below critical speed (0.01m/s) ethanol+GrNP, 20W-50 engine oil+ GrNP and base oil showed the initial decrease
in COF and hence wear rate increases due to the elimination of debris. This results in reduction in load carrying
capacity of debris. The steady state COF after the critical speed showed the accumulation of enough debris that
circulates along the sliding direction and makes it invariant.

Figure 13:Variation of wear rate & COF w.r.t sliding speed

Conclusion
A series of experiments was conducted to test the wear and friction behavior of HVOF sprayed WC-10Co-4Cr
coatings under dry and four different lubricated conditions. Wear of the coating was greatly reduced (few orders
of magnitude) with reduction in friction coefficient by the presence of graphene nanoplatelets at the tribological
surface as compared to dry condition test.
1) The best antiwear and result has been observed in hydrodynamic, mixed and Elasto-hydrodynamic
conditions.
2) The good friction and antiwear properties of graphene nanoplatelets may be due to their multiple layered
structure which offers least contact between the two sliding bodies.

Future work
Future work includes
1) Should develop better dispersion methods along with better dispersant for GrNP dispersion in base oil
and other solvents.
2) Search for optimal concentration of GrNP in different bases, for better viscosity and better anti-wear
property.
3) Search for more nano-lubricating agents which have low surface tension and incorporates in the pores of
WC-Co-Cr coating for better wear and corrosion.
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